ESC TEAM MIXED EVENT FORMAT 300m
STANDING
Version 28.07.2017
GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Discipline:
2. Type of event:
3. Number of participants
in each team:

4. BIB numbers in
Qualification –
Semifinal- Medal
Match -Stage:
5. Number of stages:
6. Format of the
Qualification

300m Standing
Team Mixed
2 athletes from each nation
(1 man & 1 woman – Participants in the
individual events).

Maximum 2 teams per nation. No mixed
nation teams are allowed.
Athletes will retain the same BIB numbers,
as those of the individual competition.
3 stages
- Qualification stage
- Semi Final stage
- Medal Matches
Preparation and sighting time: 10 minutes
Stage 1:

Qualification Stage
20 shots in standing position , each
member of the team, in a time limit of 30
minutes
Scoring on full rings
Shooting order:
Women- Man- Women-Man
Tie :

Count back rules for team ties will apply
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7.Ranking:

8.Break
9.Semifinal, Format:

The best 6 teams will go forward in the
seminal, they will use their firing points as
from the qualification round
After the Qualification round, there will a
short break of 20 minutes

Stage 2:
No sighting shots, only 3 minutes Prep
Time
Two (2) series of three (3) shots in a time
of 150 seconds per each member will
follow one on command
After the 2nd
follow

10.Qualification for the
Medal Match:
11.Medal Match:

series – single shots will

4 single shots in a time of 50 seconds for
each athlete.
Any tie will be decided by a shot off both
members of the team, ISSF shot off rules
apply.
The best 4 teams will go into the medal
matches
Stage 3:
5 minutes Prep and sighting time
Start from Zero:
Start Order:
Team Place 1
Team Place 2
Team Place 3
Team Place 4

Three (3) series of two (2) shots in a time
of 100 seconds per each member will
follow one on command
After the 3rd
follow

series – single shots will

8 single shots in a time of 50 seconds for
each athlete.
FROM HERE ONLY ONE ATHLETE WILL
SHOOT, is like a poker game.
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After the 3 series, single shots will follow,
but the team can decide who will shot the
next shot, (or shots), in a time of 20
seconds, by raising the hand, otherwise
ZERO, (0)
Single shot Nr. 1
Single shot Nr 2.

NO elimination- here
Single shot Nr. 3
Single shot Nr. 4

4. Place is decided
Single shot Nr. 5
Single shot Nr. 6

Bronze Medal is decided
Single shot Nr. 7
Single shot Nr. 8

Gold and Silver Medal is decided

Any tie will be decided by a shot off both
members of the team, ISSF shot off rules
apply.
18. Competition Rules:

PROMOTIONAL ASPECTS
Total shots
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As per ISSF Technical rules of 2017.
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